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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we give the principal specializations of the irreducible
representations of the classical groups, (including the spinor groups), which
are q-analogs of dimension formulas of the irreducible representations.
Dimension formulas were given by El-Samura and R. King ([E-K]) and
their method used the hook determinant formula for the irreducible charac-
ters, but their proof seems to have many points to be clarified. In this paper
we take an independent approach to the principal specializations which
give q-analogue of the dimension formula. These principal specializations
coincide with the quantum dimensions, which are used to calculates the
invariants of 3 manifolds. ([A].) Our main theorems are as follows.
Let G be one of the classical groups and let *G be the irreducible
representation which corresponds to the partition or more generally the
highest weight *. Let P*G(q) be the principal specialization of the irreducible
representation *G .
Theorem for Sp(2n). Let *=ni=1 *i=i be a highest weight of Sp(2n).






Here x runs over the cells in * and h(x) denotes the hook length of the cell
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Theorem for Spin(2n+1). Let *=ni=1 *i=i be a highest weight of
Spin(2n+1). (So *1e*2e } } } e*ne0 and *i ’s are integers or half-integers
simultaneously.)






































2n >x # $ (2n&2rx($))
>x # $ h(x)
.
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Theorem for Spin(2n). Let *=ni=1 *i=i be a highest weight of




> x # *
x{(i, i)
(qn&1&rx(*)&q&n+1+rx(*))






Here x runs over the cells in * and r=Maximum[i: *iei] and rx(*) is the








If *n{0 and all *i ’s are integers, we have
P*(+)SO(2n)(q)=
> x # *
x{(i, i)
(qn&1&rx(*)&q&n+1+rx(*))








Here r=Maximum[i: *iei] and *(+) denotes the sum character *(+)=
*+*& and *(&) denotes the difference character *(&)=*&*&. By *& we
denote *&=(*1 , *2 , ..., &*n) for *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *n).
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So if *n{0 and all *i ’s are integers, we have
P*SO(2n)(q)=
> x # *
x{(i, i)
(qn&1&rx(*)&q&n+1+rx(*))



































2r > x # *
x{(i, i)
(2n&2&2rx(*)) >rk=1 (n+*k&k)
>x # * h(x)
If *n{0 and all *i ’s are integers, we have
dim *SO(2n)=
2r&1 > x # *
x{(i, i)
(2n&2&2rx(*)) >rk=1 (n+*k&k)
>x # * h(x)




2)+$, where $ is a Young diagram,
dim *Spin(2n)=dim *&Spin(2n)=
2n&1 >x # $ (2n&1&2rx($))
>x # $ h(x)
The main combinatorial lemma is the following equality as multisets.
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Here l is the length of *, i.e. l=*$1 .
We prove this multisets equality by induction on the size of *. The
following problem seems to be interesting to the combinatorialists.
Problem. Is there any bijective proof of the above lemma using com-
binatorics on Young diagrams?
In the universal character ring 4= Q[x1 , x2 , ..., xn]Sn (as graded
algebra), let us denote the complete symmetric functions of degree m by
hm . These functions are algebraically independent. In the Sp(2n) case, if we






in the Laurent polynomial ring Q(q12)[a, a&1] in a over Q(q12) (a and q
are indeterminates), we have the following specialization of the universal
characters of Sp. (See [M], [K-T].)
Specialization theorem for Sp(2n). If we specialize hm to >m&1i=0
(aqi2&a&1q&i2)(q(i+1)2&q&(i+1)2), then the image of the universal






Specialization theorem for SO(2n+1). If all *i ’s are integers and if
we specialize hm to >mi=1 (aq
i2&a&1q&i2)(qi2&q&i2), then the image of
the universal character *O in 4 under this specialization is given by
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Specialization theorem for SO(2n). If all *i ’s are integers and if we




we have the following. If *n=0, then the image of the universal character *O
under this specialization is given by
P*SO even(a, q)=
> x # *
x{(i, i)
(aq&1&rx(*)&a&1q1+rx(*))






If *n{0 and all *i ’s are integers, then the image of the universal character
*O under this specialization is given by
P*(+)SO even(a, q)=
> x # *
x{(i, i)
(aq&1&rx(*)&a&1q1+rx(*))








Specialization theorem for *SO o . If all *i ’s are integers and if we
specialize hm to >m&1i=0 (aq
i2&a&1q&i2)(q(i+1)2&q&(i+1)2), then the
image of *SO o under this specialization is given by
P*SO odd $ (a, q)=
> x # *
x{(i, i)
(aq&r$x(*)&a&1qr$x(*))






See [K-T] and [K] and also the proof of the above theorems for the
definition of the universal characters. The last formula is used to calculate
the Markov trace of the BirmanWenzl algebras. (It corresponds to the
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specialization of SO(2n+1) defined by *SO(2n+1)(q(2n&1)2, q(2n&3)2, ..., q12),
not to the principal specialization. See ‘‘Remark for SO(2n+1)’’ in the
following sections.) These formulas are also generalizations of the formulas
shown by I. G. Macdonald [M] p. 19 Ex. 5 and p. 28 Ex. 3. There he
showed that if we specialize hm to >mi=1 (a&bq
i&1)(1&qi) in the poly-
nomial ring Q(q)[a, b] in a, b over Z(q) (a, b and q are indeterminates),














These formulas are very useful to calculate the irreducible decomposition of
the symmetric and alternating products of the natural representations
of Sn . ([K1]).
The author thanks to Prof. R. Stanley for showing his unpublished note
in which these formulas (slightly different forms) are conjectured. ([S]).
Accepting the combinatorial arguments of El Samra and King, Prof.
R. Proctor outlined the extension of their proofs to Stanley’s conjectured
q-analogs. ([P]).
2. MAIN COMBINATORIAL LEMMA












where l is the length of *, i.e. l=*$1 .
Proof. We prove this multisets equality by induction on the size of *.
If *=(1), then L.H.S.=R.H.S.=[0] and the equality holds. Assume that
the equality holds for all the partitions of size k. Let * be a partition of size
k and let r be the length of the main diagonal of *, i.e., r=max[i: *iei]=
max[i: *$iei]. Removing for r_r square (Durfee square) from *, we obtain
the two remaining Young diagrams. Let + be the right one and let & be the
lower one, namely +k=*k&r, (k=1, 2, 3, ..., r) and &k=*k+r , (k=1, 2,
3, ..., l&r).
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We name each part of the above equality by
(1)  iE jE*i (*$i+*$j&i& j),
(2) *i< jEl&i (l+i& j&1),
(3) *i< j<iEl (i+ j&*i&*j&2),
(4)  l&i< jE*i (l+i& j&1).
In Fig. 1, the numbers written in the boxes denote the numbers of (1) part
of this diagram. In this example (2) part is 5 in the 3rd row, 7, 8 in the 4th
row, 9, 10 in the 5th row, 11 in the 6th row. (3) part is &1, 2 in the 5th
row, 0, 3, 5, in the 6th row, 1, 4, 6, 7 in the 7th row, &1, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10
in the 8th row, 0, 4, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13 in the 9th row. (4) part is 0, &1, &2
in the 1st row, 2 in the 2nd row, 16 in the 9th row.
Let * be the partition obtained by attaching (i, j)th cell to the partition
*, i.e., * =* _ (i, j). Then i=*$j+1 and j=*i+1. In order to prove the
lemma, it is enough to show the following claim.
Claim. [(1) part of *] _ [(2) part of *] _ [(3) part of * ] _ [(4) part of
* ]=[(1) part of * ] _ [(2) part of * ] _ [(3) part of *] _ [(4) part of *].
We take several cases.
Case 1. iEr.
Then *i= j&1e*rer, so j>r. So let j=r+u. We have i=*$j+1=
+$u+1 and j=*i+1=r++i+1.
Case 1-1. iEr and j+iEl.
This is an easy case. Then the changes of (1) part between * and * are
(k, j)th cells (k=1, 2, 3, ..., i). In *, the numbers written in the above cells
are *$k+*$j&(k+ j) (k=1, 2, 3, ..., i&1). In * , the numbers written in the
above cells are *$k+*$j+1&(k+ j) (k=1, 2, 3, ..., i). The change in (2) part
Fig. 1. Young diagram of (11, 8, 5, 3, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1).
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between * and * is (i, j)th cell. In *, the number written in the above cell
is l+i& j&1. In * , no number is written on this cell. The changes of (3)
part between * and * are (k, i)th cells (k=*$i+1, *$i+2, ..., l). In *, the
numbers written in the above cells are k+i&*k&*i&2 (k=*$i+1,
*$i+2, ..., l). In * , the numbers written in the above cells are k+i&*k&
*i&3 (k=*$i+1, *$i+2, ..., l). Finally the part (4) is unchanged. Let { be
the Young diagram consisting of the *$i+1, *$i+2, ..., l th rows of *, i.e.,
{1=**$i+1 , {2=**$i+2 , {3=**$i+3 , ..., {t=**$i+t . Then (1) part of * is *$k+
*$j&(k+ j)={$k&k+&$i++$u&+i&1 (k=1, 2, ..., i&1) since *$k=r+&$i+
{$k , j=r++i+1 and *$j=+$u . (1) part of * is {$k&k+&$i++$u&+i
(k=1, 2, ..., i&1) and &$i&+i&1. (2) part of * is l+i&*i&2=
{$1&1+&$i++$u&+i . (3) part of * is k&{k+&$i++$u&+i&1 (k=1, 2, ...,
t=l&*$i). (3) part of * is k&{k+&$i++$u&+i&2 (k=1, 2, ..., t=l&*$i).
Using induction hypothesis, the above claim reduces to
Claim 1-1. [the changes of (1) part of *] _ [the changes of (2) part of
*] _ [the changes of (3) part of * ]=[the changes of (1) part of * ] _ [the
changes of (3) part of *]=[q+t, q+t&1, ..., q+1&i], where q=&$i+
+$u&+i&1.
Note that {1Ei&1 from the definition of { since {1=**$i+1 and l({)=t.
















The following lemma is well known. (See [M] p. 3 (1.7).)







[n&1+ j&*$j]=[0, 1, 2, ..., m+n&1]
Using the same argument as in the proof of the above lemma, we have







[p&1+ j&{j]=[0, 1, 2, ..., t+n&1]
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The proof is easy. For, let us write the numbers 0, 1, 2, ..., n+t&1 on the
border segments of { in the t_n rectangular from the right upper corner.
Then the numbers written on the horizontal bars are [{$i+n&i], (i=
1, 2, ..., n) and the numbers written on the vertical bars are [n&1+ j&{j],
( j=1, 2, ..., t).
Adding i&1&q to each member of the L.H.S. and using this Lemma 2
with i&1=p, we have L.H.S.+(i&1&q)=[0, 1, 2, ..., i&1+t]. There-
fore we have L.H.S.=[q+1&i, ..., q+t&1, q+t]. For the R.H.S., adding
i&2&q to each member of the R.H.S. and using this Lemma 2 with
i&1=p, we have R.H.S.+(i&2&q)=[&1, 0, 1, 2, ..., i&1+t], since
i=+$u+1 and i&2&q+q&+$u=&1. Therefore we have R.H.S.=
[q+1&i, ..., q+t&1, q+t], so the claim is proved.
Case 1-2. iEr and j+i>l.
This is also an easy case. Then the changes of (1) part between * and *
are (k, j)th cells (k=1, 2, 3, ..., i&1). In *, the numbers written in the
above cells are *$k+*$j&(k+ j) (k=1, 2, 3, ..., i&1). In * , the numbers
written in the above cells are *$k+*$j+1&(k+ j) (k=1, 2, 3, ..., i). There is
no changes in (2) part between * and * .
The changes of (3) part between * and * are (k, i)th cells (k=
*$i+1, *$i+2, ..., l). In *, the numbers written in the above cells are
k+i&*k&*i&2 (k=*$i+1, *$i+2, ..., l). In * , the numbers written in the
above cells are k+i&*k&*i&3 (k=*$i+1, *$i+2, ..., l).
The change in (4) part between * and * is (i, j)th cell. In *, no number
is written on this cell. In * , the number written in the above cell is
l+i& j&1. The rest is the same as in the Case 1-1.
Case 2. jEr.
Then jErE*j and rE*$j and *i<r. So r<i.
Case 2-1. j+i>l.
We take two cases.
Case 2-1-1. jEr, j+i>l and iEl.
The changes of (1) part between * and * are (k, j)th cells (k=
1, 2, 3, ..., j) and ( j, k)th cells (k= j+1, j+2, ..., *j). In *, the numbers
written in the above cells are *$k+*$j&(k+ j) (k=1, 2, 3, ..., j) and
*$j+*$k&(k+ j) (k= j+1, j+2, ..., *j). In * , the numbers written in the
above cells are *$k+*$j+1&(k+ j) (k=1, 2, 3, ..., j&1) and 2*$j+2&2j
and *$j+*$k+1&(k+ j) (k= j+1, j+2, ..., *j). There is no change in (2)
part. Since i>r, *iErEi&1 and *$iEr<i. The changes of (3) part
between * and * are (i, k)th cells (k=*i+1= j, *i+2, ..., i&1) and (k, i)th
cells (k=i+1, i+2, ..., l). In *, the numbers written in the above cells are
245q-ANALOGS
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k+i&*k&*i&2 (k=*i+1, *i+2, ..., i&1) and (k=i+1, i+2, ..., l). In * ,
the numbers written in the above cells are k+i&*k&*i&3 (k=*i+2=
j+1, ..., i&1) and (k=i+1, i+2, ..., l). (i, j)th cell in * is empty. Finally
the changes in the part (4) between * and * is (i, j)th cell. In *, no number
is written on this cell. In * , the number written in the above cell is
l+i& j&1. So in this case, using the induction hypothesis, the claim
reduces to
Claim 2-1-1. [the changes of (1) part of *] _ [the changes of (3) part
of * ] _ [the changes of (4) part of * ]=[the changes of (1) part of * ] _
[the changes of (3) part of *] _ [the changes of (4) part of *].
Let { be the Young diagram defined by {1=*j+1 , {2=*j+2 , {3=
*j+3 , ..., {m=*l . Here we put m=l& j, i.e., l({)={$1=m and *j=n. Since
*$k={$k+ j (k=1, 2, ..., *j), *$k+*$j&(k+ j)={$k+{$j+ j&k. So the changes
in (1) part of * are {$k+{$j+ j&k (k=1, 2, ..., *j) and the changes in (1)
part of * are {$k+{$j+ j+1&k (k=1, 2, 3, ..., j&1) and 2{$j+2 and {$k+
{$j+ j+1&k (k= j+1, j+2, ..., *j). Since *k={k& j if k> j and i=*$j+1=
j+{$j+1 and j=*i+1, the changes in (3) part of * are j+{$j&*j and
i+k&*i&*k&2={$j+ j+t&{t (t=1, 2, ..., i& j&1, i& j+1, ..., m). Also
the changes in (3) part of * are {$j+ j+t&{t&1 (t=1, 2, ..., i& j&1,
i& j+1, ..., m). Finally the change in (4) part of * is empty, while in * ,
l+i& j&1={$1+{$j+ j. Let q=n& j&{$j and adding q to each member of








So using Lemma 2, we have
L.H.S.=[&q, &q+1, ..., n+m&1&q]"[&q+n+i& j&{i& j&1].
















[n+t&{~ t&1] _ [&1].
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So
R.H.S.=[&q, &q+1, ..., n+m&1&q]"[&q+n+i& j&{~ i& j]
=[&q, &q+1, ..., n+m&1&q]"[&q+n+i& j&{i& j&1].
Hence the claim is proved.
Case 2-1-2. jEr, j+i>l and i=l+1 and j=1.
The changes of (1) part between * and * are (1, k)th cells (k=1, 2, ...,
*1). In *, the numbers written in the above cells are *$1+*$k&(1+k)
(k=1, 2, 3, ..., *1). In * , the numbers written in the above cells are 2*$1 and
*$1+*$k&k (k=2, ..., *1). The changes of (2) part between * and * are as
follows. For the i th row with *iEl&i, there is no change in * and
l+i&*i&1 in * .
The changes of (3) part between * and * are (l+1, k)th cells (k=2, ..., l).
In *, the above cells are empty, while in * , the numbers written in the
above cells are l+k&*k&2 (k=2, ..., l). The changes in the part (4)
between * and * is as follows. For the i th row with *i>l&i, the change
is l+i&*i&1 in * and there is no change in * . And finally, the change at
(l+1, 1)th cell is nothing in * and 2l in * .
So in this case, using the induction hypothesis, it is enough to prove the
following claim.
Claim 2-1-2. [the change of (1) part of *] _ [the change of (3) part of
* ] _ [the change of (4) part of * ]=[the change of (1) part of * ] _ [the
change of (2) part of * ] _ [the change of (4) part of *]=[l&n,
l&n+1, ..., 2l&2, 2l].
Since *$1=l and 2l occurs in the both sides once, we can substract 2l
from the both sides. Let { be the Young diagram obtained by removing the
first row from *, i.e., {1=*2 , {2=*3 , ..., {l&1=*l . Then {$1=*$1&1, {$2=
*$2&1, ..., {$n=*$n&1, where we put n=*1 . So the changes of (1) part of *
are l+{$k&k (k=1, 2, 3, ..., n) and the changes of (3) part of * are l&1+
k&{k (k=1, 2, ..., l&1). So the left-hand side of Claim 2-1-2 is given by
L.H.S.+(n&l )=[0, 1, 2, ..., n+(l&1)&1]. On the other hand, let _ be
the Young diagram obtained by removing the first column from *, i.e.,
_$1=*$2 , _$2=*$3 , ..., _$n&1=*$n . Then _1=*1&1, _2=*2&1, ..., _l=*l&1.
So the changes of (1) part of * are l+_$k&k&1 (k=1, 2, ..., n), and the
changes of (2) part of * and the changes of (4) part of * are l+i&_i&2,
(i=1, 2, ..., l). So the right-hand side of Claim 2-1-2 is given by R.H.S.+
(n&l)=[0, 1, 2, ..., (n&1)+l&1] since _$1El and _1En&1. Hence the
claim is proved.
Case 2-2. jEr and j+iEl.
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The changes of (1) part between * and * are (k, j)th cells (k=1, 2,
3, ..., j) and ( j, k)th cells (k= j+1, j+2, ..., *j). In *, the numbers written
in the above cells are *$k+*$j&(k+ j) (k=1, 2, 3, ..., j) and *$j+*$k&(k+ j)
(k= j+1, j+2, ..., *j). In * , the numbers written in the above cells are
*$k+*$j+1&(k+ j) (k=1, 2, 3, ..., j&1) and 2*$j+2&2j and *$j+*$k+
1&(k+ j) (k= j+1, j+2, ..., *j). The change of (2) part is (i, j)th cells.
The number written here in * is l+i&*i&2 and no number is written here
in * .
Since jEr and r<i, j<i&1. The changes of (3) part between * and *
are (i, k)th cells (k=*i+1= j, j+1, ..., i&1) and (k, i)th cells (k=i+1,
i+2, ..., l). In *, the numbers written in the above cells are k+i&*k&
*i&2 (k= j, j+1, ..., i&1) and (k=i+1, i+2, ..., l). In * , the numbers
written in the above cells are k+i&*k&*i&3 (k= j+1, ..., i&1) and
(k=i+1, i+2, ..., l). (i, j)th cell in * is empty. Finally there is no change
in (4) part between * and * . So in this case, using the induction hypothesis,
the claim reduces to
Claim 2-2. [the changes of (1) part of *] _ [the changes of (2) part of
*] _ [the changes of (3) part of * ]=[the changes of (1) part of * ] _ [the
changes of (3) part of *].
Let { be the Young diagram defined by {1=*j+1 , {2=*j+2 , {3=
*j+3 , ..., {m=*l as in Case 2-1-1. Here we put m=l& j, i.e., l({)={$1=m
and *j=n. So the changes in (1) part of * are {$k+{$j+ j&k (k=1, 2, ..., n)
and the changes in (1) part of * are {$k+{$j+ j+1&k (k=1, 2, 3, ..., j&1)
and 2{$j+2 and {$k+{$j+ j+1&k (k= j+1, j+2, ..., n). Since *k={k& j if
k> j and i=*$j+1= j+{$j+1 and j=*i+1, the changes in (3) part of *
are *$j&*j and {$j+ j+t&{t (t=1, 2, ..., i& j&1, i& j+1, ..., m). Also the
changes in (3) part of * are {$j+ j+t&{t&1 (t=1, 2, ..., i& j&1,
i& j+1, ..., m). Let q=n& j&{$j and adding q to each member of the












L.H.S.=[&q, &q+1, ..., n+m&q]"[&q+n+i& j&{i& j&1].
On the other hand, adding q&1 to each member of R.H.S. of
Claim 2-2,
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If we put {~ ={ _ (i& j, j) and use Lemma for this {~ , we have
R.H.S.=[&q, &q+1, ..., n+m&q]"[&q+n+i& j&{~ i& j]
=[&q, &q+1, ..., n+m&1&q]"[&q+n+i& j&{i& j&1].
Hence the claim is proved.
Case 3. i= j=r+1.
Then since *$j+1=i and *i+1= j, *$j=*i=r.
We take two cases.
Case 3-1. i= j=r+1 and jEl&i.
The changes of (1) part between * and * are (k, j)th cells
(k=1, 2, 3, ..., j).
In *, the numbers written in the above cells are *$k+*$j&(k+ j) (k=
1, 2, 3, ..., j&1). In * , the numbers written in the above cells are
*$k+*$j+1&(k+ j) (k=1, 2, 3, ..., j&1) and 2*$j+2&2j. The change of (2)
part is (r+1, r+1)th cell. The number written here in * is l+i&*i&2 and
no number is written here in * .
The changes of (3) part between * and * are (k, i)th cells (k=i+1,
i+2, ..., l). In *, the numbers written in the above cells are i+k&*k&
*i&2 (k=i+1, ..., l), while in * , the numbers written in the above cells are
i+k&*k&*i&3 (k=i+1, ..., l).
Claim 3-1. [the changes of (1) part of *] _ [the changes of (2) part of
*] _ [the changes of (3) part of * ]=[the changes of (1) part of * ] _ [the
changes of (3) part of *]=[0, 1, 2, ..., l&1].
Let { be the Young diagram defined by {1=*j+1 , {2=*j+2 , {3=
*j+3 , ..., {m=*l as in Case 2-1-1. Here we put m=l& j, i.e., l({)={$1=m.
Then since i= j=r+1, {$1=*$1& j, {2=*$2& j, ..., {$r=*$r& j.
So the changes in (1) part of * are r+{$k&k (k=1, 2, ..., r) and the
changes in (1) part of * are r+{$k+1&k (k=1, 2, 3, ..., r) and [0].
The change of (2) part is (r+1, r+1)th cell. The number written here in
* is l&1 and no number is written here in * .
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The changes in (3) part of * are r+k&{k (t=1, 2, ..., m). Also the
changes in (3) part of * are r&1+k&{k (k=1, 2, ..., m). Using Lemma 2
with p=r, since m+r&1=l&2, the L.H.S. of Claim 3-1 is given by
L.H.S.=[0, 1, 2, ..., l&1].
On the other hand, adding &1 to each member of the R.H.S. of Claim
3-1 and using Lemma 2, we have
R.H.S.+(&1)=[&1, 0, 1, ..., m+r&1=l&2].
So the claim is proved. Finally only the remaining case is
Case 3-2. i= j=r+1 and j>l&i.
The changes of (1) part and (3) part are the same as in Case 3-1. There
is no change in (2) part. The change of (4) part is (i, j)th cell and no
number is written on this cell in * and l+i& j&1 is written in * . The rest
is the same as in the proof of Case 3-1. We complete the cases and the
Main Lemma has been proved.



















This corollary can be obtained by adding 1E j<iE*$j [i+ j&*i&*j&2]
to the both sides of the Main Lemma. As a Corollary, we have
Proposition 3. Let A be any commutative algebra and let !k # A (k # Z)
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We will use this Proposition for A=Q(q) and !k=(1&q2n&k) for Sp(2n),
!k=(1&q2n&1&k) for SO(2n+1) and !k=(1&q2n&2&k) for SO(2n).
3. PRINCIPAL SPECIALIZATIONS
The principal specialization of type Bn is obtained by putting ti=qn+1&i
in the irreducible characters of the classical groups of type Bn . Let us recall
the character formula of type Bn . (As for the characters of the classical
groups, see [We] and also [K-T].)
*Spin(2n+1)(t)=
|tl1&t&l1, tl2&t&l2 , ..., tln&t&ln |
|t(2n&1)2&t&(2n&1)2, t(2n&3)2&t&(2n&3)2, ..., t12&t&12 |
.
Here l1=*1+(2n&1)2, l2=*2+(2n&3)2, l3=*3+(2n&5)2, ..., ln=
*n+12, and ni=1 *i =i is a highest weight of Spin(2n+1). (So *1e
*2e } } } e*ne0 and *i’s are integers or half-integers simultaneously.) Here
|tk1&t&k1, tk2&t&k2 , ..., tkn&t&kn |
denotes the determinant of the matrix whose (i, j)th component is
tkji &t
&kj
i . If we put xj=q
*j+(2n+1)2& j, then the j th column of the





























































3 } } } xn&x
&1
n
Using the above notation, this determinant also equals to
|xn&x&n, ..., x2&x&2, x&x&1|.





n&1+xn&3+ } } } +x&n+3
+x&n+1, ..., x2+1+x&2, x+x&1, 1|.
Since
(x+x&1)k=xk&1+xk&3+ } } } +x&k+3+x&k+1
+the sum of such polynomials of lower degree terms,
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the numerator is >ni=1 (xi&x
&1
i ) | (x+x
&1)n&1, ..., (x+x&1)2, x+x&1, 1|.











j )=(xi&xj)(1&(1xi xj)) and substituting xi=





























Remark for SO(2n+1). If we specialize ti=q(2n+1&2i)2 for i=1, 2, ..., n
in *SO(2n+1) , the above argument works almost well. The difference point
we must note is that the numerator of this character equals to
|x(2n&1)2&x&(2n&1)2, ..., x32&x&32, x12&x&12 |,
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The same holds for the denominator and we have












The principal specialization of type Cn is obtained by putting
ti=q(2n+1)2&i in the irreducible characters of the classical groups of type
Cn . Let us recall the character formula of type Cn .
*Sp(2n)(t)=
|tl1&t&l1 , tl2&t&l2 , ..., tln&t&ln |
|tn&t&n, tn&1&t&n+1, ..., t&t&1 |
.
Here l1=*1+n, l2=*2+n&1, l3=*3+n&2, ..., ln=*n+1 and ni=1 *i=i
is a highest weight of Sp(2n). (So *1e*2e } } } e*ne0 and *i’s are
integers.)
If we put xj=q*j+n+1& j, then the j th column of the numerator is given






j , ..., x
12
j &
x&12j ). Then the numerator is given by
|x(2n&1)2&x&(2n&1)2, x(2n&3)2&x&(2n&3)2, ..., x12&x&12 |.







n&1+xn&2+ } } } +x&n+2
+x&n+1, xn&2+ } } } +x&n+2, ..., x+x&1, 1|.
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The principal specialization of type Dn is obtained by putting ti=qn&i in
the irreducible characters of the classical groups of type Dn . Let us recall
the character formula of type Dn . If *n=0, then
*SO(2n)(t)=
|t*1+n&1+t&*1&(n&1), t*2+(n&2)+t&*2&(n&2), ..., 1|
|tn&1+t&(n&1), tn&2+t&(n&2), ..., t+t&1, 1|
.
Here ni=1 *i=i is a highest weight of SO(2n). (So *1e*2e } } } e*n and *i’s
are integers.)







Let *n{0. Then for the sum character
* (+)Spin(2n)=(*1 , *2 , ..., *n)Spin(2n)+(*1 , *2 , ..., &*n)Spin(2n) ,
we have
* (+)Spin(2n)(t)=
|tl1+t&l1 , tl2+t&l2 , ..., tln+t&ln |
|tn&1+t&(n&1), tn&2+t&(n&2), ..., t+t&1, 1|
,
and for the difference character
* (&)Spin(2n)=(*1 , *2 , ..., *n)Spin(2n)&(*1 , *2 , ..., &*n)Spin(2n) ,
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we have
* (&)SO(2n)(t)=
|tl1&t&l1 , tl2&t&l2 , ..., tln&1&t&ln&1 , tln&t&ln |
|tn&1+t&(n&1), tn&2+t&(n&2), ..., t+t&1, 1|
.
In both cases we put l1=*1+n&1, l2=*2+n&2, l3=*3+n&3, ..., ln=
*n and ni=1 *i =i is a highest weight of SO(2n). (So *1e*2e } } } e*n&1e
|*n | and *i’s are integers or half-integers simultaneously.) The last formula
follows easily from similar arguments from which the other character
formulas of the classical groups are deduced.
Then since tn=q0=1 and tkn+t
&k
n =2, if we put xi=q
*i+n&i
(i=1, 2, ..., n), we have
P*(+)Spin(2n)(q)=
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If *n{0, we have
P*(+)Spin(2n)(q)=













Here x runs over the cells in * and h(x) denotes the hook length of the cell














Proof. Let us calculate the principal specialization of Sp(2n). Let
,r=>ri=1 (1&q
i) be an element in Z(q). We will use the following lemma.
(See [M] p. 9 Examples 1.)
Lemma 5. For a partition *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *l) with l(*)=l and nel, we
have
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>x # * (1&q
h(x)) >li=1 ,2n+1&2i
_






&i& j+2(n+1)+*i+*j) >li=1 ,2n+*i&l+1&i
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We prove the following lemma.
Lemma 6. For a partition *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *l), we have
>1Ei< jEl (1&q











(1&q2n+1+ j&l&i) if l&i<*i ,




, if l&i>*i ,


















We will rewrite this formula such that the resulting formula is symmetric
in q and q&1, up to the power of q.
P*Sp(2n)(q)=q





Since P*Sp(2n)(q) is symmetric in q and q
&1 by definition, the above power
of q must be q0=1, so the theorem is proved.
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2n >x # $ (2n&2rx($))
>x # $ h(x)
.
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=q
l













Using Lemma 5, we have
=q
l














>x # * (1&q
h(x))
Since >l< jEn (1&q
2n+1&i& j+*i)=(,2n+*i&l&i)(,n+*i&i), we have
=q
l











>x # * (1&q
h(x))
.
Then we will prove the following two lemmas.
Lemma 7.
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(1&q2n+ j&l&i) if l&i<*i ,




, if l&i>*i ,
subtracting 2n&1 from all the exponent of q and changing the sign of











But this is Corollary 1 of the Main Lemma.
Proof of Lemma 8. Similarly we only note the powers of q and it is

























Let { be the Young diagram consisting of the r+1, r+2, ..., l th rows of *,
i.e., {1=*r+1 , {2=*r+2 , {3=*r+3 , ..., {t=*r+t , where we put t=l&r.











but this follows from Lemma 2.
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Using Lemma 7 and Lemma 8, we have
P*SO(2n+1)(q)=q






>x # * (1&q
2n&1&2rx(*))
>x # * (1&q
h(x))
Since 2rx(*)+1=2r$x(*) for x # *, x{(i, i) and since 2n&1&2rx(*)=
2n&1&2*$i+2i and 2n+1+2*i&2i=2n&2r$x(*) for x=(i, i) # *, we
have
P*SO(2n+1)(q)=q
lk=1 (k&1) *k&n |*|_
>x # * (1&q
2n&2r$x(*))
>x # * (1&q
h(x))
.
The rest of the proof is the same as in the case of Sp(2n).
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As for the power of q, the rest is the same as in the case of Sp(2n).
Remark for SO(2n+1). Also the same argument as above works well
for the calculation of *SO(2n+1)(q(2n&1)2, q(2n&3)2, ..., q12). The only dif-
ference is that all the exponents of q in Lemma 8 should be replaced by half
of them and the resulting formulas we have obtained is
*SO(2n+1)(q(2n&1)2, q(2n&3)2, ..., q12)
=q
l






>x # * (1&q
2n&1&2rx(*))
>x # * (1&q
h(x))
.
Since 2rx(*)+1=2r$x(*) for x # *, x{(i, i) and since 2n&1&2rx(*)=
2n&1&2*$i+2i for x=(i, i) # *, we have
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*SO(2n+1)(q(2n&1)2, q(2n&3)2, ..., q12)
=q
l
























Theorem for Spin(2n). If *n=0, we have
P*SO(2n)(q)
=
> x # *
x{(i, i)
(qn&1&rx(*)&q&n+1+rx(*))
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If *n{0 and all *i’s are integers, we have
P*(+)SO(2n)(q)
=
> x # *
x{(i, i)
(qn&1&rx(*)&q&n+1+rx(*))








Here *(+) denotes the sum character * (+)=*+*& and * (&) denotes the
difference character *(&)=*&*&. By *& we denote *&=(*1 , *2 , ..., &*n)
for *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *n).
So if *n{0 and all *i’s are integers, we have
P*SO(2n)(q)
=
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Corollary. If *n=0, we have
dim *SO(2n)=
2r > x # *
x{(i, i)
(2n&2&2rx(*)) >rk=1 (n+*k&k)
>x # * h(x)
.
If *n{0 and all *i’s are integers, we have
dim *SO(2n)=
2r&1 > x # *
x{(i, i)
(2n&2&2rx(*)) >rk=1 (n+*k&k)
>x # * h(x)
.




2)+$, where $ is a Young diagram, we have
dim *Spin(2n)=dim *& Spin(2n)=
2n&1 >x # $ (2n&1&2rx($))
>x # $ h(x)
.











































2n+*i+*j&i& j) >li=1 (1&q
n+*i&i)
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Lemma 9.






Proof. This lemma is proved in the same way as in Lemma 7.
Using this Lemma 9 to the above formula, we have
P*SO(2n)(q)=q






>x # * (1&q
2n&2&2rx(*))
>x # * (1&q
h(x))
.
























[ j&*$j&1]=[&l, &l+1, ..., *1&2, *1&1].
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So we have the formula
P*SO(2n)(q)=q





> x # *
x{(i, i)
(1&q2n&2&2rx(*))
>x # * (1&q
h(x))
.
As for the power of q, the rest is the same as in the case of Sp(2n).
If *n{0 and all *i’s are integers,
P*(+)SO(2n)(q)=2_q






>x # * (1&q
h(x))
.














lk=1 (k&1) *k&(n&1) |*|_
>ni=1 (1&q
n+*i&i)


















2n&2&(2*$1&2)=0. Using the Corollary 1 of the Main Lemma, (sub-
tracting 2n&2 and changing the sign), we have
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P*(+)SO(2n)(q)=2q
lk=1 (k&1) *k&(n&1) |*|_
>ni=1 (1&q
n+*i&i)
>x # * (1&q
h(x))
_

























































lk=1 (k&1) *k&(n&1) |*|_
>x=(i, j) # {
i{ j
(1&q2n&2&2rx(*))










n =1. As for the power of q, the rest
is the same as in the case of Sp(2n).
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(1&q2n&l+ j&i) if l&i<$i ,











>x # $ (1&q
2n&1&2rx($)) >n&l&1i=1 (1&q
2i)









>x # $ (1&q
2n&1&2rx($))




since tn=t&1n =1. As for the power of q, the rest is the same as in the case
of Sp(2n).
In the integral highest weight case we will show the specialization
theorem for Sp and SO.
In the universal character ring 4= Q[x1 , x2 , ..., xn]Gn (as graded
algebra), let us denote the complete symmetric functions of degree m by
hm . These functions are algebraically independent.
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Let us recall the definition of the universal characters
*Sp= }
h*1 h*1+1+h*1&1 h*1+2+h*1&2 } } } h*1+l&1+h*1&l+1
}h*2&1 h*2+h*2&2 h*2+1+h*2&3 } } } h*2+l&2+h*2&lb b b . . . bh*l&l+1 h*l&l+2+h*l&l h*l&l+3+h*l&l&1 } } } h*l+h*l&2l+2
and
*O= }
h*1&h*1&2 h*1+1&h*1&3 } } } h*1+l&1&h*1&l&1
}h*2&1&h*2&3 h*2&h*2&4 } } } h*2+l&2&h*2&l&2b b . . . bh*l&l+1&h*l&l&1 h*l&l+2&h*l&l&2 } } } h*l&h*l&2l
in 4 for the integral weight * (i.e., all *i are integers). In the Sp(2n) case,
we substitute xi=q(2n&2i+1)2 (i=1, 2, ..., 2n) into hm(x1 , x2 , ..., x2n)=
s(m)(x). Since
hm(q (2n&1)2, q (2n&3)2, ..., q&(2n&3)2, q&(2n&1)2)
=q&m(2n&1)2hm(q2n&1, q2n&2, ..., q, 1)
and generally we have




(See [M] p. 27 Ex. 1.). Also we have






So if we specialize these functions hm to >m&1i=0 (aq
i2&a&1q&i2)(q(i+1)2&
q&(i+1)2) in the Laurent polynomial ring Q(q12)[a, a&1] in a over Q(q12)
(a and q are indeterminates), we have the following specialization of the
universal characters of Sp. (Then the power sum pm goes to (am&a&m)
(qm2&q&m2).)
Specialization theorem for Sp(2n). If we specialize hm to >m&1i=0
(aqi2&a&1q&i2)(q(i+1)2&q&(i+1)2), then the image of *Sp under this
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In the SO(2n+1) case, we substitute xi=qn&i+1 (i=1, 2, ..., 2n+1) into
hm(x1 , x2 , ..., x2n+1). From the same argument as above, we have






So we have the following specialization of the universal characters of
SO(2n+1).
Specialization theorem for SO(2n+1). If we specialize hm to >mi=1
(aqi2&a&1q&i2)(qi2&q&i2), then the image of *O under this specialization
is given by





(Under this specialization, the power sum pm goes to (amqm2&a&mq&m2)
(qm2&q&m2).)
Remark for SO(2n+1). We define another universal character of
SO(2n+1). (See [K] for its properties.)
Definition. Let l(*)=l. We define
*SO o= }
h*1+h*1&1 h*1+1+h*1&2 } } } h*1+l&1+h*1&l
}h*2&1+h*2&2 h*2+h*2&3 } } } h*2+l&2+h*2&l&1b b . . . bh*l&l+1+h*l&l h*l&l+2+h*l&l&1 } } } h*l+h*l&2l+1
Then if l(*)En, applying the specialization homomorphism ?n=
?Sp(2n)=?O(2n) to *SO o , we have
?n(*SO o)=*SO(2n+1) .
Important fact is that if l(*)>n, the image of this universal character
under the specialization homomorphism is still an irreducible character
SO(2n+1) up to signs.
Since the specialization of ?n(hk) by putting ti=q(2n+1&2i)2 for
i=1, 2, ..., n is equal to the principal specialization of Sp(2n) and we have






So we have the following.
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Specialization theorem for *SO o . If we specialize hm to
>m&1i=0 (aq
i2&a&1q&i2)(q(i+1)2&q&(i+1)2), then the image of *SO o under
this specialization is given by
P*SO odd $ (a, q)
=
> x # *
x{(i, i)
(aq&r$x(*)&a&1qr$x(*))







In the above if we substitute q2 to q, the last formula is essentially equal
to the coefficients of the characters in the Markov Trace of the Birman
Wenzl algebra.
In the SO(2n) case, we substitute xi=qn&i (i=1, 2, ..., n) and xn+i=
q1&i (i=1, 2, ..., n) into hm(x1 , x2 , ..., x2n). Then xn=xn+1=1. So we note
that
hm(x1 , x2 , ..., xn , xn+1, ..., x2n)= :
m
j=0
xm& jn+1 hj (x1 , x2 , ..., xn , xn+1@ , ..., x2n),
and if we substitute the xi’s into the above hj’s, we have









So we have the following specialization of the universal characters of
SO(2n+1).









> x # *
x{(i, i)
(aq&1&rx(*)&a&1q1+rx(*))
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If *n{0 and all *i’s are integers, we have
P*(+)SO even(a, q)
=
> x # *
x{(i, i)
(aq&1&rx(*)&a&1q1+rx(*))








(Under this specialization, the power sum pm goes to 1+(amq&m2&a&mqm2)
(qm2&q&m2).)
Proof. The proofs of these four theorems are easy. From the definition
of the universal characters, the images of the above specializations are in
the Laurent polynomial ring Q(q12)[a, a&1] in a over Q(q12). Also we
know that the powers of a in these images are between &|*| and |*|. If we
substitute a=qn into these images and the formulas in the theorems, we
have the equalities for all n. So we have the theorems.
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